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Thomas H. Blewitt and Sarah C. Touette/Truitt 
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Pascal A. Burge and Lucy H. Blewitt 
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James T. Carter and Frances M. Bastin 
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Moses A. Cheatham and Susan M. Boswell 
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Hudson Cole and Jane K. Watkins 
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William Covington and Martha R. Boswell 
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Matthew L. Gammel and Sarah Ann Elizabeth Lightfoot 
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Tobias S. Grider and Mary F. Jackson 
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John R. Griswold and Nancy J. Potter 
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John R. Griswold and Nancy J. Potter 
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George W. Harmon and Mary Goodrum 
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Elijah Harris and Angelitha Edwards 
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William H. Howard and Sarah Howard 
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Washington R. Hunton and Sophia C. Hall 
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James A. Ingram and Mary Casey 
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James Jones and Frances Mitchell 
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Pleasant Lewis and Elizabeth Booten 
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Nathaniel H. Lucas and Mary Maury/Murry 
 
 
